
ODDLY ENOUGH 
 
IS THE PUBLIC INTERESTED? 
 
If a person wishes to boil a frog, I am told, it is futile to drop the live animal into hot water.  
He will jump right out of the pot. 
 
No, to boil a frog, one must begin with tepid water.  The frog will sit happily in it, oblivious 
to the gradual temperature increase until it’s too late. 
 
This nation has done a good job of boiling frogs.  Escaping the notice of most of its citizens, 
public education has marched silently to starvation.  We’ve also become, over time, The 
Nation Most Likely to Incarcerate.  And recently, our civil liberties -- hallmarks of our 
distinction from other governments -- have tiptoed quietly into the quicksand, as we’ve 
swapped freedom for Homeland Security.  These are but three of my examples – you can 
name your own.  In short, most critical problems of American society do not descend out of 
nowhere, crashing straight into the New York skyline.  Most take decades to simmer. 
 
And while they simmer, the American Proletariat sleeps.  It’s not that these torts against us 
have been committed in the dark of night.  It’s not that they have gone unreported in 
newspapers of record.  It is only that, to the vast majority of our fellow citizens, they might 
as well be state secrets. 
 
Railing against the “ignorant masses” I am not.  What conspires to keep the lights dim?  The 
Average American fights three battles for knowledge:  easy access to good sources, a deficit 
of time, and competition for attention and interest.   
 
Lack of access to reliable, in-depth information is a barrier made insurmountable by the 
cultural saturation bombing of television.  As long as TV journalism, with its infotainment 
treatment of public discourse, bombards the typical American household, the work-weary 
will never understand the ironies of the Snow appointment to Treasury or the unattainable 
requirement that Iraq disprove a negative.  TV news deals in pictures, not ideas.  It is to print 
media what fast food is to a home-cooked meal. 
 
As a lobbyist, I’ve watched television reporters and their crews labor for a half hour to set up 
cameras, string wire, perform sound checks, and test lighting in anticipation of “covering” an 
important legislative debate.  Scarcely three minutes into a two-hour hearing, the crew packs 
it in, leaving not so much as a stringer behind to hear the details laid out.  The night’s news 
story flashes a few shots of well-known faces and a Barbie Doll clone reads three or four 
sentences of copy.  One can hardly sink teeth into that thin gruel. 
 
And what does this fast-food news diet do to public discourse?  Observing from behind a 
wall of one-way glass, I have heard the thoughts of average citizens paid to issue their 
opinions in focus groups.  Unearthed are the gritty details of the Middle American mind, 
revealed in details that polls cannot reach.  It’s generally a depressing experience to bear 
witness to these sessions.  Their opinions are full of contradictions, built on misinformation, 



reliant on myths and prejudices, and lacking in linear logic.  And those are the folks whose 
opinions match mine!  The facts upon which they draw do hand-to-hand combat with their 
personal experiences, memorized urban legends, self-interest, and fears.  Michael Moore, in 
“Bowling for Columbine”, addresses the influence of media-whipped fear, speculating that 
this phenomenon makes us a more violent lot than our neighbors.   
 
Is this what the Information Age has wrought?  Are we a confused, inattentive, and fearful 
populace?  What are the implications of this for our democracy?   Jean Jacques Rousseau 
wrote, in The Social Contract, that government “is an intermediate body established between 
the subjects and the sovereign for their mutual correspondence, charged with the execution 
of the laws and with the maintenance of liberty both civil and political.”  It appears that 
some of us are not reading our mail. 
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